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Abstract: Workplace Learning (WPL) has increasingly attracted the attention of higher education in Uganda. The inclusion of students’ placement in the academic programmes as a recommendation by national council for higher education has given WPL a more legitimate platform. As WPL is embraced the organisation of students’ placement as a basis of its meaningful and effective implementation remains in doubt. This study aimed at examining the activities involved in organizing students’ placement in universities in Uganda towards having an efficient and meaningful students’ placement. The study was conducted on the pre, during and post placement activities to examine its organisation. From the findings, most of the key activities necessary for effective students’ placements were positively rated while students’ self-placement attachment, placement supervision, placement procedure, adequate access to training facilities and systematic feedback to the hosting workplaces were deficient. The study recommended that the higher education institutions should maintain the students’ participation in seeking placement and augment with placement MoU’s and scouting, facilitate and monitor placement supervision and establish systematic placement feedback procedures. The hosting workplaces ought to offer students adequate access to their facilities if their contribution to WPL is to be purposeful.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Universities play a significant role in fostering economic growth and stimulation of development. They are also charged with building both theoretical knowledge and skills needed in the professional requirements in the world of work. However, graduates have increasingly been found wanting in practical skills and experience when they join the world of work [1]. Students’ placement (periods spent in real industry while enrolled on a course of study at a university) as a form of Workplace Learning(WPL) has therefore attracted a lot of interest due to its potential role in affording learners a better transition to the working world [2].This has led to suggestions that both universities and workplaces should be compelled to invest in WPL [1]. An additional advantage of such investments is the creation of viable partnerships for future workforce. Subsequently, overtime higher education has included elements of learning at work and through work as a way of amplifying learning for work [3]. According to [4], both the industrial revolution and knowledge age have accelerated shifts in contextualization of learning between the education institutions and work places. As a consequence, policy makers have been tasked to engage in continuous assessments, reshaping and rethinking to understand the significance of students’ placements. This intensity of policy shifts originate from the clear understanding that effective learning takes place in workplaces. Students’ placements have therefore not only been used to complement and supplement learning in higher educaton institutions but also been identified as one of the crucial avenues for learning and training.

According to [1] and [5], higher education qualifications have been found to inadequately prepare their graduates with both soft skills and technical capabilities for the working and professional practices. Workplaces have to re-train graduates to be able to fill the workforce needs. Effective organisation of students’ placements should therefore play a central role in providing the higher education students with the opportunities to develop the required competences to seamlessly fit in the world of work. The broader area of Workplace Learning in higher education draws its academic focus from high level practical knowledge and learning in a workplace context [6] in addition to providing solutions to the theoretical gaps at work [7]. The contribution of WPL in equipping the students with both soft and technical skills cannot be underestimated and any form of WPL that doesn’t lead to this achievement can be a mischief to higher education [1] and [8]. Among the many purposes of WPL is to bring work and higher education closer so as to make the student develop skills, attributes for the reputable work and career development [9] and transiting higher education institution graduates to the world of work [10]. Accordingly, student placement programs in the higher education programme spectrum at different levels is steadily growing from the undergraduate to master and doctoral programmes [1] and [11]. The need for the structured students’ placement has been emphasised with the view that students can then be provided with workplace and work cultural experience for the mastery of working [1]. The incorporation of students’ experience and learning outside of the school was identified as a powerful way of motivate engagement in their learning [12]. Subsequently, learning has been identified as increasingly and significantly becoming a challenge to the education professionals and institutions attributing this to the continued notion of separating learning from work which has found itself irrelevant to individuals.
The benefits of WPL that include; improved enrolment of the students, acceptability of the institutional graduates by the world of work, improved reputation, networking with the community, external curriculum assessment and practitioner input [14],&[15] and consequently reducing unemployment [16] &[1] can be forfeited without well-organized student placement activities.

Well implemented Workplace Learning has been opined as vital in differentiating universities with unique graduates with attractive attributes, a curricula that is labour market oriented, improved learning environment that infuses teaching and learning methodologies with problem-based approaches and bridge gaps of theory and practice [17]. Similarly, placements provide the students with knowledge from both the university and the workplaces which are essential[18]. Without well intentioned organization the benefits of students’ placement to the workplaces that include but not limited to; best selection for future employees, better hiring decisions, exposure to new ideas, creation of the networks with the universities, fulfilment of social responsibility, and receipt of part-time help from the students’ participation[10] can also be lost by the hosting workplaces. The organisation of workplace learning therefore becomes key in understanding the processes and the efficiency of students placement as a form of workplace learning, work-integrated learning. In order to explore students’ workplace learning placement practice the following research question was sought; How are the organisation of the pre-placement, during-placement and post-placement activities underscored?

A. Workplace Learning in Uganda

The tracer study that were carried out in Uganda in 2016 by National Council for Higher Education identified that employers were unsatisfied with the knowledge and skills of the graduates. The requirement for improvement in hands-on training, attitude towards work were highlighted. Graduates were presented as having a lack of work experience a deficiency that could supposedly be addressed by students placements. Subsequently, WPL strategies were advanced as a cure for the mismatch of the academic grades and skills [19]. As consequence academic programmes offered at one of the universities in Uganda were expected to include Workplace Learning strategies [20].

Like in many countries Workplace Learning in universities takes different names in different institutions but basically referring to immersion of learners (students) in a work or professional context as one of the requirements for the completion of an academic program. The nomenclature of this practice includes action-learning, cooperative education, practicum, intra and extra mural placement, problem-based learning, workplace learning, industrial training, internship, fieldwork, school or teaching practice and project-based learning ([21],[14],[22],[23],[24],[25],[26],[8] &[27]).

B. Theoretical Framework

The study was guided by the experiential learning theory by David Kolb that emphasizes experience as source of learning and development in a four-stage cycle model (Experiencing, reflecting, thinking and acting) as central in the learning process. Supported by studies by John Dewy, Lewin and Piaget the learning by doing concept of Confucius where the strategy of combining classroom theory and practice is critical [28]. Without understanding how students’ placement is organized, the risk of being misunderstood as a hollow pedagogy against other pedagogies used for teaching in universities is inescapable [17]. Organizing placements of students in universities activities in stages of a cycle of pre, during and post-placement activities was well articulated [29],[30],[31]&[32].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Pre-Placement Activities

The pre-placement stage involved the following activities according to [30], verification of sites, briefing or re-orientation of students & academic staff, pre-placement seminars or orientation, attachment (allocation of students and staff for supervision) and issuance of training schedules by the hosting workplaces. The first stage also included preparation of students through relevant course units that are applicable to make them useful to the hosting workplaces [31].

1) Pre-placement Seminars and Orientation: Reference [16] advised that preparation of students before commencement of their placement by both higher education institutions and hosting workplaces is a vital and shared responsibility to enable students transit the the world of work for WPL seamlessly. Preparing students prior to undertaking WPL was further emphasised as very useful by [32] who rest this responsibility on the universities and workplaces that ought to use the orientation and seminars to issue training schedules and avail report writing guidelines. During orientation, the clarity of WPL objectives to the students and staff should be upheld and spelt out [30]. The pre-placement seminars and orientation should be a standard practice that is used to sensitise students and staff about the whole WPL cycle to assist them set realistic expectations to enable them recognise, reflect and extract meaningful learning from the encountered experiences during WPL [33].

2) Placement Attachment: The mass enrolment in higher education arising from the universalisation of primary education and secondary education has resulted into more students going through to higher education. This has challenged the previous assertion that higher education was for a small portion of students seeking to receive academic type of education in Uganda [19]. This has not only led to increased demand for vacancies for students’ placement but also created a requirement for universities to modify their learning activities to becoming more comprehensive and diverse arising from the challenge of delivering relevant
The students are allocated the available vacancies for placement and the academic staff accordingly attached WPL supervision sites at this stage [30]. The practice in other universities is unknown and the increased number of students in Uganda’s universities could be exerting more pressure for vacancies on the workplaces offering WPL hence the need to investigate.

3) Relevance of Courseworks Prior to Placement: The concerns of whether students undertaking workplace learning should be offered basic skills training by the universities has interested some researchers of WPL. Reference [35] suggested that gained knowledge and skills by the students before undertaking WPL ought to be applicable in the world of work. At the time of undertaking placement the students should possess basic competences applicable to the world of work. Students’ placements avails the opportunity to apply their universities acquired knowledge and skills in the real work situations to prove and bridge any gaps that may exist [13]. While studying the pathways to the profession [36] further realised that the training that the students undertake while still at their universities if work related or relevant ease their learning and contribution to the hosting workplace. The observations in the backdrop suggest that non-existence of the knowledge and skills to test and prove in the workplaces impairs the intentions of WPL.

B. During-Placement Stage Activities

During-placement stage involves activities that are undertaken when the students have commenced learning from the assigned workplace. They include;

1. Supervision of Workplace Learning: Supervision is meant to provide support to the students and the host workplaces (on part of the universities supervisors) and learners and workplace mentors (on part of the host workplace supervisor) [3]. Reference [6] added that it should be regular and consistent. Students undertaking WPL should be closely supervised as a duty of care by the hosting workplaces for the benefit of the student and the clients of such organization. The adequacy of WPL supervision can be a measure of the quality of WPL according to [8]. Reference [35] highlighted that regular interaction of the university supervisors and those mentoring the students in the workplaces is one of the activities in the placement activities that ensure that the progress of the students’ learning and challenges are attended to and resolved for the benefit of all stakeholders. Reference [6] described its importance as supporting the learning and information sharing regarding the process. The demand of supervision by both workplace and universities requires adequate facilitation for dependable results to be realized [35].

1) Sequencing of Learning (simple to complex task): While stressing the structure of learning in the workplaces [37] described WPL as one that should be organised from simple to complex tasks re-enforced by the individual’s interest and cooperation within the workplace less of which participation WPL be limited and incoherent. The organisation of the learning tasks that the students have to be engaged in during placement ought to be cognizant of the level of complexity as systematic progression in the learning process is critical.

2) Guidance of Students: Organisation of effective WPL is dependant on the guidance that the mentors and universities staff offer to the students during the learning process. And as [38] observed the required guidance for learning is the one from the experts. Subsequently, the credibility of guidance or mentorship impact on the value of placement.

3) Cooperation: The ingredient of cooperation for the stakeholders ensures that the needs of learning are met and achieved easily and harmoniously. As [39] emphasised the cooperation of the all the stakeholders especially students, universities and workplaces staff is key in the proper and productive implementation of placement.

4) Training of Workplace Trainers: The need for competent mentors or trainers in workplaces being indispensable for the training and assessment of the learning in the workplace to be adequately achieved, the in-house training of the workplace mentors was identified by [35]. The workers in workplaces are ideally perceived to be competent (possess the knowledge, skill and attitude) for carrying out the tasks in the daily work routine which they can be able to pass-on to the students however, this might not be the case.

5) Host Workplace Facilitating and Providing Accessibility to Facilities: The workplaces that have not prioritised provisions for learning in their operations have been cautioned as doing it at the cost of their present and future success [40]. Accordingly, the evaluation of work contexts that have undergone several changes in the recent times shows that learning occurs diversely and indelibly in the workplace. Therefore, organising activities in which learning can be enhanced in the workplaces seems to provide the means of achieving the anticipated success, amidst world of work complexities “work has to become learning and learning has to become work” [41]. Resource allocation for placements by workplaces to promote and encourage learning was highlighted as critical [42]. In addition to workplaces granting the placement students access to different areas and facilities of expertise for learning purposes, [1] observed that learning in workplace takes place through doing, observing, listening and the workplace environment itself. However, [43] ironised the assumption that workplaces can easily offer access to the use of their expensive machinery to students without an enabling policy environment.

6) Use of Log or Record Book: The log or record books are used in taking the outlined tasks, experiences that the students encounter during the execution and interaction with the work environment. It also provides them with daily reflections for future reference particularly report writing. At the same time the use of log books or records has been highlighted as crucial in easing the process of self-assessment.
by the students and used by the supervisors for both continuous and summative assessment in WPL[21].

C. Post-Placement Activities

The post-placement stage includes activities that are concerned with evaluation (students assessment) purpose to grade the students' performance and overall evaluation aimed at assessing the performance of WPL as shown in the following:

1) Report Writing: According to [35], the value of report writing in providing feedback for placements is imperative for the efficiency and effectiveness. In addition to encouraging analytical deliberation through WPL process, reports are useful in providing a full reflection of the experiences that the students and the participating staff encountered undertaking placement [6].

2) Overall Assessment: The quality of the assessment criteria and procedure should be well understood and implemented by all involved [44] as well as highly integrated [42] to re-enforce and improve the quality of the students’ learning process. Assessment in placements is a provision of evidence that learning having taken place. The assessment of students’ placement takes different modes; direct observation of the students at work, assessment of the students log book, interviewing the students at work, surrogate assessment (obtaining the performance views from others like the managers & peers), student preparation of the report that contains the reflections of what has been learnt [3]. Meanwhile, [6] styled assessment as documenting learning in a measurable form.

Assessment during WPL using a clear criterion or documentation for both workplace mentors and universities staff for purposes of monitoring the students’ strengths, weaknesses and performance against the set objectives is paramount according to [35]. In a similar instance [45], while emphasising the importance of assessment suggested that competences related to communication skills, self-confidence, customer relations, participation, industry knowledge, ethics should be pivotal. The quality of assessment in workplace learning was also been spotted as an issue that effects standards of the academic programmes [46]. Reference [32] further emphasized that assessment of placements formed the backbone of the purposes of which WPL is instituted without which meaningful learning may not be measured or be used generates the basis for feedback concerning learning. While underpinning the importance of assessment in workplace learning [47] emphasized the need to improve the assessment distinctly in order to provide for evaluation of all the possible learning areas or tasks that the students may encounter while undertaking their placements.

3) Provision of Placement Feedback: The relevance of feedback was emphasized by [18] as being an essential ingredient in promoting effective learning in the students’ placement. When highlighting the value of feedback in WPL [48] observed that feedback in WPL is used interchangeably with debriefing which are used to support learning through helping the students deal with the anxiety, fears, ambiguities and the unacquaintedness that they encounter in the hosting workplaces.

III. STUDY OBJECTIVE

The objective of the study was to explore the activities involved in the organization of students’ placements towards having an efficient and meaningful Workplace Learning in universities in Uganda.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Participants of the Study

The participants of this study were drawn from the students and academic staff who had ever participated in placement from the nine universities both public and private in Uganda. The placement supervisors or the personnel in-charge of managing the placement activities in the referred workplaces were also selected as respondents. The students that had undertaken their placements in the previous two sessions were selected due to the need to have respondents who had had recent experiences.

B. Research Design and Procedure

The study adopted the triangulation mixed research method [49], both qualitative and quantitative data were simultaneously collected, analyzed, interpreted and results combined. The questionnaires were pre-tested and re-tested using the half-split method to ensure their reliability. The quantitative data were collected from the students, academic staff from the selected universities and the coordinators of placements in the referred workplaces using the approved questionnaires for each category with similar items about the activities used in the organisation of students’ placements. Deploying trained research assistants, self-administered questionnaires were distributed to 216 students in the nine universities and 205 (95%) were filled and returned, 108 were randomly distributed to the academic staff 97 (90%) were filled and returned and 54 questionnaires were purposively distributed to the referred placement coordinators in the workplaces and 40 (74%) were filled and returned. Qualitative data from the placement coordinators in the universities were collected using face to face interviews from their different work locations guided by the approved open-ended interview guides. Eighteen coordinators were targeted after being purposively selected and the researcher was able to interview only twelve (67%). Their responses were recorded using a digital audio recorder with their signed consent. Prior to data collection, ethics approval was obtained from the research ethics review committee of Mbarara University of Science and Technology (MUST) (04/05-19) and a research permit obtained from the Uganda National Council of Science and Technology (SS 5069).
C. Data Analysis

The collected quantitative data were analysed using the SPSS version 23 software, descriptive statistics in forms of percentages, means and standard deviations were generated for interpretation. The results were presented according to the categorization of the placement activities earlier discussed (Pre-placement, during placement & post placement). Using the Likert scale of 1 to 5, where the rating of 5 meant strongly agree, 4 agree, 3 neutral, 2 disagree and 1 strongly disagree the respondents were asked to rate the statements [50]. The qualitative data gathered were transcribed and subjected to content analysis and later analyzed for the emerging themes and schemes were generated. The qualitative data was presented verbatim as responses, regarding their expressions about the different activities involved in students’ placements.

V. RESULTS

A. Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

Table I: Sample Demographic Profile of the Placement Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic data</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Below 20 years</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-30 years</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31-40 years</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41-50 years</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51 years and above</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Majority of the respondents (52.1%) were male while 47.9% were females. Regarding the age distribution of the respondents, most were aged 20-30 years (12.3%) and only 2.8% aged 51 years and above as shown in Table I.

B. Pre-placement Activities

Table II: Descriptive Statistics for Pre-placement Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students’ placement orientation is valuable</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement objectives are made clear to Students</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities should seek placement for students</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course works are resourceful in preparing students</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Placement Seminars prepare students</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training schedules are issued to students</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host organizations orient students</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students easily get placements themselves</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the responses, most statements were found to have an average rating above 3, apart from one statement (students easily get placements themselves) as indicated in table II. From the qualitative data, the coordinators of the sampled institutions had the following responses; coordinator 1 stated that “students find difficult to get places for placements themselves.” Coordinator 4 added that, “some institutions tell students to look for themselves places for their placement and when they get challenges in securing one in reputable organizations they end up in workplaces that may not offer the required training.” Coordinator 11 advised that “the university has the main responsibility of getting places for training for their students but students are also encouraged to participate in looking for training opportunities through their networks.” Another coordinator 6 observed that “I think we should maintain the practice of both staff and students getting places for the placements this is because some students have networks that help them access some of the reputable organizations that even staff of the university may not be able to. However, all the obtained vacancies should be subjected to an evaluation process.” It is therefore clear based on the findings that the respondents were satisfied with the execution of most of the activities in the pre-placement activities.

C. During-placement Activities

Table III: Descriptive Statistics of the Placement Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University staff adequately supervise students undertaking placement</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision placement by workplaces supervisors is usually adequate</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning tasks are organized from simple to complex during placement</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement learning procedures are usually clear</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance by university supervisors is usually adequate during placement</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentors in workplaces are cooperative to ease learning</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University placement supervisors were cooperative to enhance learning</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other employees in workplaces are helpful during placement</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace find students from universities cooperative during placement</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace trainers need training for effective mentoring of students</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host workplace trainers are competent to meet the expectations of students’ placement</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosting workplaces give adequate access to their facilities during placement</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosting workplaces usually adequately facilitate placement activities</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University adequately facilitate staff to undertake placement activities</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplaces commit sufficient resources to placement</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log or record book was useful in placement</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core implementation of WPL is engrained in the activities that the stakeholders get involved in the during placement stage. The during placement activities form part of the core executions of students’ placement therefore determining its
success and effectiveness. The results from the findings as shown in Table III indicated that all the sixteen items were agreed to by the respondents as they were above the average rating of 3 and above. However, the qualitative data findings indicated on the contrary in the following responses; regarding inadequate supervision by the university staff WPL coordinator 2 asserted that; “the academic staff sometimes don’t supervise the students allocated to them for their placement where they do supervise students are not given sufficient time.” Another coordinator 10 highlighted that; “the ratio of the students to the university academic staff for WPL supervision is high hence the deficient of supervision.” Coordinator 3 of another university critically observed that; “the critical challenge of student supervision is the remote supervision where the supervisors don’t physically visit the students undertaking their placement but use means like phone calls’ ‘sa shame.” About hosting workplaces not giving students adequate access to their facilities for placement coordinator 3 highlighted that; “there are some workplaces that are so mean to the point that they do not allow students to access even the basic areas of operation for fear of competition, they think that students will steal their technology.” While emphasizing the use of the log or record books coordinator 10 re-assured that; “… the logbooks is where they keep their recording of their daily routines.”

D. Post-placement Activities

Table IV: Descriptive Statistics of Post -Placement Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report writing guidelines are useful to students undertaking placement</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report writing is useful for placement reflections</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall assessment of placement was satisfactory</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment criteria used in placement is fit for the task</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-placement seminars are useful for effective learning</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities usually give feedback to students’ placement hosting workplaces</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outcomes of students’ placement are all measure in the aggregation of assessment and feedback obtained through written reports by the students and their assessment results derived from reliable instruments used. The results from the findings indicated that the post-placement activities were being handled well by the stakeholders as the respondents indicated an average rating above 3 as shown in Table IV. The qualitative data findings regarding the post-placement activities further affirmed that; “students write placement reports that provide a reflection of the learning experience basing on the guidelines that are usually issued.” according to coordinator 2. Concerning the assessment criteria coordinator 6 confirmed that; “ the assessment instrument with a criterion is given to the workplace supervisors and the university academic staff to follow.” Regarding holding the post-placement seminar coordinator 11 affirmed that “… we held a feedback session of the students recently and they raised important issues like presentation of reports.” About the feedback to the workplaces from the universities after students placement coordinator 9 confessed on the contrary that; “honestly we don’t provide any systematic feedback to workplaces that host our students for their placement this is something we need to look into.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Pre-placement Activities

The findings of the study found that the most of activities that are involved in the pre-placement stage were agreed to by the respondents which correspondingly conform to the advice of Taylor and Govender (2013) who highlighted the critical need to prepare the students before commencing their placement. Furthermore, similar to what [33] and [32] proposed as would be standard procedure in the WPL cycle and responsibility of both the universities and the hosting workplaces respectively. As suggested by [35], [12] and [36] the universities have to maintain the alignment of their respective coursework prior to students placements in a way that the knowledge and skills acquired by the students from the institutions before commencement of placement are relevant, applicable and contributing to the hosting workplaces. The universities should uphold and enhance students’ orientations prior to placement, continue to clarify on the objectives of placements to the stakeholders (students, staff and hosting workplaces), continue to seek vacancies for the students to undertake their placements, and emphasize the importance of course works in preparing their students and carry out placement seminars. In addition, the hosting workplaces ought to maintain the provision of training schedules to the students and carry out orientation to students before commencement of their placement. Although from the findings students find it difficult to secure reliable places for their placement on their own the universities ought to use the mixed approach of obtaining places for their students placement such that the students continue to participate in the process. The contribution of the well-implemented pre-placement activities in effecting meaningful learning by the students in the workplaces is one that should be well utilized by the students, universities and hosting workplaces.

B. During-placement Activities

Although the findings related to the activities involved during the placement stage of WPL indicated that most of the activities were rated positively, there were very critical ones like supervision and students’ accessibility to facilities for their placement that were highlighted by the interviewees as wanting. Regarding supervision as [3] observed, with inadequate supervision the support meant for students and the hosting workplaces is compromised, consistence and regular requirements [6] are hampered, quality of placement is undermined [8], would benefits of regular interaction of the university staff and the hosting workplaces to share information is negatively affected as well. The universities should be concerned about the frequency, adequacy and
quality of placement supervision of their students by their staff. Although [35] highlighted that adequate supervision of students placement relies on the adequate facilitation provided to the supervisors, it was noted in the findings that even where the facilitation has been accorded incidences of “remote supervision” and no supervision at all continue to happen. Monitoring and punitive actions mechanisms against the errant staff to be able to realize the required supervision of WPL in their institutions need to sought. The hosting workplaces that deny students access to their facilities during placement need to appreciate their contribution towards learning as articulated by [40], [41] and [1] as they advocate for an enabling policy envisioned by [45]. The aspects of learning sequencing [34] guidance to the students [38], cooperation of the stakeholders [39] should be further enhanced for better organized WPL. In addition, the mentors of students undertaking their placement ought to be continuously sensitized as regards their influence to the learning process and shaping of the future workforce as identified by [35]. The utilization of the log and record books by the students as promoted by [21] as part of the placement outputs is a brilliant activity that should be emulated. Hosting workplaces on the other hand, ought to be concerned about the training competencies of their staff that handle students undertaking placement, inadequate accessibility they offer to students to their facilities during placement and the amount of resources that the commit to the activities students placement in their workplaces.

C. Post-placement Activities

Main findings of the post-placement activities revealed that report writing was a useful input in the students’ placement as it is helpful in providing meaningful and accumulative reflection of their experiences during the undertaking as supported by [35] and [6]. The overall positive evaluation of the assessment of placement as revealed in the findings is an indication of what [44] described as the being understood by the stakeholders, and integrated as asserted by [42] and clear evidence of learning having taken place [3]. The universities and the hosting workplaces should advocate for combined assessment by both the mentors in the workplaces and the university staff [35], criterion used to embrace that are relevant to the work world and positively affecting the standard of the academic programs as emphasized by [45] and [46] respectively. And as [47] encouraged the assessment criterion used in the assessment of learning even when it was evaluated as fit should be comprehensive to include all the possible learning areas. Contrary to what [18] highlighted as an essential ingredient the findings reveal that the feedback mechanism used by the universities is unsatisfactory to promote effective learning these views as similar to what [48] anticipated in the importance of debriefing. In order to help the students deal with the anxiety, fears, ambiguities and unacquaintedness they face or faced during undertaking their placements, post placement seminars and provision of feedback to the stakeholders are vital.

VII. CONCLUSION

The objective of the study was to explore the activities involved in the practice of students’ placements in universities in Uganda towards having an efficient and meaningful WPL in higher education. From the findings and based on the three stages of the students placement (pre, during & post-placement) activities the respondents on average agreed that the program was relatively well organised to support the desired outcomes. However, the negatively rated items are also critical in improving the quality of students placements in universities in Uganda. The negatively perceived items were; the inability of the students to secure vacancies themselves for their placement, inadequate supervision by the university staff, hosting workplaces inability to provide adequate or reasonable access and utilization of their facilities to university students for their placement, unclarity to the whole procedure of placement to the stakeholder (students, university staff & hosting workplaces). Another is a wanting systemic feedback provisions regarding students placement.

VIII. RECOMMENDATION(S)

The following recommendations that are aimed at improving the practice of students placement can be derived from this study.

1. The universities need to employ a mixed approach of institutional initiatives and student participation to securing placement vacancies for their students to achieve quality and required vacancies for the placements.

2. With improved facilitation, the hosting workplaces and university academic staff involved in the supervision of students placements should underscore the critical role they play in this aspect of students placement to the meaningful and effective students placement.

3. The universities should also institute mechanism for monitoring placement supervision and punitive actions against errant staff that neglect their duty to supervise the students as expected always be taken.

4. Once hosting workplaces have accepted to participate in student placement program they should responsibly consider that the students need to be given adequate access to their facilities to be able to learn the work world practices to be able to gain the expected benefits from the undertaking for their contribution to students placements is to be effective and purposeful.

5. As part of the effective organization of students placements the universities should consider putting in place systematic approaches for obtaining and disseminating feedback information to the participating stakeholders. This is vital for the improvement of the program working out the challenges that might arise and soliciting ideas to improve the practice.
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